
Patrick Zenner <patrick.zenner@como.gov>

[Planning]: Concerns regarding proposed Short Term Rental Regulations 

Ed Brent <ed.brent@gmail.com> Sun, Dec 4, 2022 at 7:57 AM
To: planning@como.gov
Cc: City of Columbia Ward4 <ward4@como.gov>, sahadev rai <rai.sahadev@gmail.com>

 
December 3, 2022
 
Dear Planning and Zoning Commission Members, Mayor, and Members of City Council
 
We have lived in Ward Four since 1981 and own and operate two short-term rental homes.  We are wri�ng to
you to express concerns about the dra� Short-term rental regula�ons under considera�on by the Planning and
Zoning Commission.
 
MAJOR  CONCERNS

-       Proposed regs the opposite of earlier proposal for two STRs next door to each other
o    Max of 1 STR cer�ficate per owner - Why Only One STR per owner?  And why prohibit
spouses from owning different STRs?  While there has been some support for not having large
companies owning many STRs, past discussions have been open to a family improving their
neighborhood by upgrading their own home and renovating a house next door and paying for
the upgrades by offering both as STRs?   Why such a sharp restriction on STRs with no numeric
limit on LTRs?
o   No closer than 300 feet to another - Isn’t there a better way to restrict density?  Earlier draft
regulations strongly encouraged having two STRs on neighboring lots to strengthen supervision,
with a hosted STR and a neighboring non-hosted STR.  In the extended delay in passing formal
regulations, we attempted to meet that goal by offering two STRs on neighboring lots.  Would it
be reasonable to make an exception to the 300 feet restriction where there are only two STRs
involved, owned by the same owner? The improved monitoring is likely even more important
than density in neighborhood impact.

-       Max occupancy 8
o   Shouldn’t the maximum number of overnight guests be different than the number who could
come to something like a family reunion?
o   Also, why is this different from Bed & Breakfasts which are defined as having not more than
five guest rooms and occupied by owners?  Wouldn’t that permit 10-12 residents at a time
(including owners), and not even including infants or children rooming with their parents?
o   Why not follow guidelines for sizes of rooms, requirements for bedrooms, etc (the
International Property Maintenance Code), and why not instead base it on the number of guests,
building size, available parking, etc, with larger buildings capable of handling the numbers
permitted a wider range of activities and more guests?

-       Not used for special events
o   Why prohibit weddings, corporate events, etc?  Particularly after COVID many more people
than before are looking for small venues for cozy, safe, calm get-togethers.  Family reunions,
baby showers, parent weekends, graduations, birthdays, anniversaries, holiday gatherings,
sporting events, festivals, homecoming, to name a few.  How are these materially different from
very small family-oriented weddings?  How are they materially different from corporate events? 
And what is a corporate event?  Do they include a job candidate staying overnight, an out-of-
town work team staying a few days, a work retreat for a small campus department, a reception



for out-of-town corporate guests, or housing for visiting post-docs from a campus department? 
All of these have occurred, and mid-to-large STRs are very attractive places for them. 
 

ADDITIONAL CONCERNS
-       Max of 120 days per year for Tier 2 – logic?
-       STR cer�ficate not transferable – is this similar to BNBs, other business licenses?  If not, why not?
-       R-1 Tier 3 not permi�ed
-       Need business license & cer�ficate of compliance w/in 180 days of effec�ve date

o   What does this mean for exis�ng advance reserva�ons up to 365 days (e.g., gradua�ons,
homecoming)?

 
STR Value Proposi�on
Value to Visitors

-       STRs offer family-oriented experiences fundamentally different from hotels and in that sense do not
compete directly with hotels.  Families & close friends can be together in private space for family
reunions, mother-daughter events, spor�ng events, suppor�ng hospital pa�ents, small weddings or
recep�ons, funerals, etc.
-       STRs vary widely serving needs of diverse visitors and regula�ons should facilitate strengths of each:

o   “Affordable STRs” serve a common need for cost-conscious visitors such as large families for
less than mul�ple hotel rooms
o   “Magnet STRs” with special qualities also attract visitors and increase tourism, meeting a
need at the other end of the economic spectrum. These include several larger expensive homes
that often provide temporary housing for visiting dignitaries at events such as True-False or
Roots & Blues, heavily recruited potential hires for businesses or universities, families of visiting
football coaches, MU alums returning for induction into the Missouri Sports Hall of Fame,
grammy-winning opening acts at Roots & Blues, and so on.  Magnet STRs might be described
as a combination of  “high-end STRs” and “boutique STRs” and include, as examples, a
number of historic homes, unusually cute or unique homes, architecturally distinctive
homes, and net-zero homes. 

Value to Community, Neighborhood, and Homeowners
-       Provide income to maintain and preserve historic homes
-       Use as an STR gives historic homes wider exposure to diverse people
-       Provide income to maintain and upgrade proper�es reducing crime
-       Help owners including re�rees and widows/widowers to stay in their homes
-       Advantages and disadvantages of STRs should be compared to other realis�c uses of that property,
not ideal uses.

 
Thank you for your considera�on.
Edward Brent (ed.brent@gmail.com)
Sahadev Rai (rai.sahadev@gmail.com) 
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Patrick Zenner <patrick.zenner@como.gov>

STR special work session 

Peter Norgard <norgardp@gmail.com> Mon, Nov 28, 2022 at 10:51 PM
To: Patrick Zenner <patrick.zenner@como.gov>, rita fleischmann <rita.altria@gmail.com>

Pat,
I took a moment to read over the draft STR regulation and it looks really good. I did have a few comments to convey: 

1. Definitions: owner: the "County Accessor" should be "County Assessor"
2. Definitions: designated agent: the term "assume" is used in relation to the agent taking responsibility; to me this

sounds like an informal arrangement and perhaps "assign" is the proper term to use here.
3. Definitions: transient guest: two terminologies are used to determine duration of a guest, but it is unclear which is

really the desired one; it is reused later and that use makes it hard to figure out the correct one
4. 29-3.3(uu)(B)(2) limits on licensure: in the comment, you indicate a %-based limiting approach; how would this work?

first come, first served? seems messy...
5. 29-3.3(uu)(B)(3)(iv) the language used to define an agent is repeated here; it would be cleaner and more portable to

simply state "registered agent" rather than spell it all out again
6. 29-3.3(uu)(B)(6): I don't mean to bring this up as a complaint, but as a concern about creating too-onerous of a

requirement. If a landlord has an apartment with rooms they wish to rent out as STRs (and do so), and one or more of
their tenants has an apartment that they will be away from for a few weeks and seek to rent out, will this building come
into non-compliance? If so, who will be judged at fault?

Thanks for shepherding this beast.  
Peter 



Patrick Zenner <patrick.zenner@como.gov>

STR ordinance work session 11/29/22 

William Shoehigh <bill@shoehigh.com> Wed, Nov 30, 2022 at 3:39 PM
To: Sharon Geuea Jones <sharon@jonesadvocacy.com>
Cc: Patrick Zenner <patrick.zenner@como.gov>

Commissioner Jones,

 

I want to share a couple of observations as you work through the ordinance with your commission.  As I have previously
mentioned, the use specific standards are not that “out of whack” from what we have seen other places, but real issues do
exist regarding:  a)   the definition of secondary residence, b)  requiring a conditional use permit for any secondary residence,
and c)  using spacing and separation standards as a way to deny conditional use permit applications for existing STRs
currently in operation with no other issues and no grandfathering option available.

 

1. The requirement that the owner of a secondary residence reside in the residence “temporarily for time intervals less
than their principal residence” is unnecessary and burdensome without a public policy purpose.  Zero is a time
interval.  It seems ridiculous to ask a resident of Columbia whose principal residence is in Columbia to have a sleep-
over at their investment property.  I understand this has been voted on and approved but I want to point out this is
something we have not seen anywhere else and we are struggling to understand what purpose it is supposed to
serve.

2. The requirement that any use of a secondary residence as a STR, for any number of days, will require a conditional
use permit is a significant departure from the original iteration of the ordinance, which made use of a secondary
residence for 95 days per year or less a permitted use in all residential zones.  In fact, this provision will upon adoption
be highly disruptive as most STRs on every platform fit this description.  They will be out of compliance on day one,
and there will be a surge of conditional use permit applications which will be onerous and costly for property owners
and it introduces political risk into a process that should be administrative/ministerial in function.  Very, very few STRs
in Columbia will fit your tier one model.

3. Further complicating the issue are the proposed spacing and separation requirements, especially in the absence of a
process to grandfather in existing STRs that have operated in most cases with no issues for a number of years.  Other
cities have used lotteries to determine winners or losers.  Retroactive application of spacing and separation standards
is not fair and will likely provoke significant pushback – legal and political.

 

For the vast majority of partners on our platform, the first iteration of the ordinance imposed reasonable restrictions but it did
not put them immediately out of business.  This iteration – by requiring owners to reside temporarily in their secondary
residence and to pursue a conditional use permit just to operate and to potentially be denied a permit due to retroactive
application of spacing and separation standards – is a far worse version.  Rather than shaping an ordinance to fit the market
this version tries to shape the market to fit the ordinance.  That will likely fail.

 

Thank you for your efforts in driving this process forward.  We continue to support enactment of a reasonable ordinance that
works on behalf of our partners, their neighbors and your community, and I don’t want these criticisms to come out of left field
when you entertain public comment.  I respect you and your work too much to do that.  The commissioners all are working
earnest and sincerely at this task.  I have witnessed that first hand and I commend you all for your service.  This is a tough
issue. 

 

Bill Shoehigh

573/230-2940
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